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Growth and resilience
through innovation and diversification
Over its now seventy-year
history, Comet has grown into
a leading global high-tech
company with a diversified
positioning. This success and
the strong growth of recent
years would have been unthinkable without steady, high
investment in innovative and
custom-tailored solutions for
existing and new markets.
The Group annually invests about 11%
of its sales in R&D, thereby opening
up new applications, services and
markets based on its technologies
and core competencies. As a maker
of x-ray tubes, Comet laid the foundation for today’s PCT business back in
1965 by launching the development of
vacuum capacitors and establishing
the first customer relationships with
manufacturers in the semiconductor
industry in Japan and then in the USA.
With the subsequent development of
its own impedance matching networks
and generators, Comet is now becoming a provider of complete RF power
systems. Comet also laid important
groundwork in 2001 by additionally focusing on industrial x-ray modules, followed by the entry into the x-ray systems business and the electronics,
automotive and aerospace markets
via acquisitions. And through the development of the compact ebeam lamp,
Comet gained entry to the market for
food safety. By virtue of diversification,
Comet today is well-positioned in a variety of high-growth markets.

1971
Comet manufactures
x-ray tubes for
the world’s first
CT scanner

1976
Entry into the market of
x-ray tubes for airport
security inspection

1956
1948

Comet expands
into serial
production of
x-ray tubes
for industrial
applications

Founding of Comet AG
(as “Company for Electronic
Tubes”) and production start
of x-ray tubes for medical
equipment

1948

1978
1965
Business expansion into
vacuum capacitors for use
in communications and
industrial transmitters

Entry into the
semiconductor
equipment market,
by supplying a
Japanese
manufacturer
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Sales

2004

2011

Entry into the
market of impedance matching
networks

Entry into RF and VHF
generator development
through the acquisition of
Stolberg HF-Technik AG

in CHF

400 million

2009
Comet wins the prestigious
Swiss Technology Award with
the first compact ebeam lamp

2004/2007

300 million

Entry into the x-ray systems
business with the acquisition
of FeinFocus AG and Yxlon
International Holding GmbH

2001
200 million

Development launch
of industrial metal
ceramic tubes through
an asset deal with
Philips, focusing on
industrial x-ray tubes

100 million

1991

2003

2013

First geographic
diversification, by
founding Comet North
America, now Comet
Technologies USA

Comet starts local
development and manufacturing in Shanghai, China,
and also provides customer
support there

Establishment of a
subsidiary in Suwon, Korea

2006
Thanks to a new branch in
Silicon Valley, California,
Comet is now on the ground
close to its customers here
as well.

2018

2017
Comet opens its first
technology and
application center,
Lab One, in San José
in Silicon Valley

